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*Information needed - can you help?*

> Hello, I am doing a research on polycystic ovaries, a prevalence studies. I need this to help with my literature review. It is difficult accessing articles and most are expensive for someone in developing country like mine. Will be glad if I get this. Thank you

Requested by an anonymous user on 26/04/2018
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Requested by an anonymous user on 26/04/2018
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polycystic ovaries in pre- and postmenopausal women

An anonymous user on 26/04/2018 said:

"Hello, I am doing a research on polycystic ovaries, a prevalence studies. I need this to help with my literature review. It is difficult accessing articles and most are expensive for someone in developing country like mine. Will be glad if I get this. Thank you"

By asking the author to share a copy we can make it available to everyone who needs it.

Add your support to be notified when this article is released.
Dear [Name],

We know you’re busy, but we wanted to reach out to let you know that [name], is still unable to access your article "[article title]". We’d love to help increase your article’s impact and readership by making it accessible to everyone.

Many researchers are unsure if they can legally share a copy of their articles. We have good news! All major publishers permit either archiving the submitted or accepted version to a repository. You can check your journal policies in SHERPA/RoMEO.

You can make your article publicly available by providing a URL here to a copy in a repository [URL]. You can also reply with an attached copy of the article and we’ll upload it to Zenodo on your behalf.

Let us know if you have any questions!

Kind Regards,

Natalia
Open Access Button Request Manager

Learn more about the Open Access Button, a tool connecting people to the research articles and data they need. You’re receiving this email because an Open Access Button user requested access to research you are an author of. If you’d like to stop receiving emails from Open Access Button, you can let us know.
But how can we get authors to fulfill a request?
But how can we get authors to fulfill a request? Librarians.
Hi, Professor Baah! I heard ewe received an article request. Fleece let’s help you shear your research!
OAB Request:

Chealsy Bowley <chealsy@openaccessbutton.org>
to

Hi,

An Open Access Button user requested the article "[article title]" (DOI 10.1080/[article DOI]) authored by a researcher at your institution. The article was requested on May 17, 2017. The author email address we have in our system is [author email].

We appreciate your help in outreaching to researchers at your institution to help open up more research. Please let us know if you need any additional information. If you are able to help the researcher deposit the requested item to a repository, please notify us by replying to this email with the link to the deposited content.

You can track this request at: [https://openaccessbutton.org/][tracking link]

Best,
Chealsy
Let’s work together for more open research.
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